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Did Pfizer Commit Huge Fraud in Its COVID Vaccine Research?

By Dr. Joseph Mercola, May 17, 2022

In  November 2021,  Brook Jackson,  a whistleblower who worked on Pfizer’s  Phase 3 COVID
jab trial in the fall of 2020, warned she’d seen evidence of fraud in the trial. Data were
falsified,  patients  were  unblinded,  the  company  hired  poorly  trained  people  to  administer
the injections, and follow-up on reported side effects lagged way behind. The revelation was
published in The British Medical Journal.

How Can Tree Planting Alleviate Multidimensional Poverty?

By Nora Martetschläger, May 18, 2022

Tree planting is one strategy that offers many benefits in this regard. Planting fruit and cash
crop trees with rural communities can create income and employment opportunities while at
the same time improving environmental  conditions and contributing to climate change
adaptation and mitigation.

Are the US and Ukraine Winning?

By Julian Macfarlane, May 17, 2022

Russian progress is slow but it establishes realities on the ground that are hard to deny. The
Russians are actually seen as the “Good Guys”, handing out humanitarian aid, treating
POWs with respect and overall pretty honest.

America the Feckless. How Low Can We Go? Philip Giraldi
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By Philip Giraldi, May 17, 2022

Whenever an American citizen is killed under questionable circumstances overseas it is the
responsibility of the local US Embassy to demand an investigation and explanation of what
occurred. To be sure, the ardently Zionist US Ambassador Thomas Nides in Jerusalem has
called for an inquiry, but let’s see what happens in this case as the mainstream media
conspires to make the story disappear even though a number of Democratic congressmen
(and no Republicans) have called for a response.

Video: Russian Siege of Kharkiv Gone Down in History

By South Front, May 17, 2022

After recent changes on the front lines in eastern Ukraine, fighting continues in the same
areas. Russian forces adhere to the tactics of pounding enemy positions with artillery and
aircraft before advancing deep into the Ukrainian defense. The AFU are attempting to
counterattack, quite successfully in some sectors of the front.

Henry Kissinger, the World Economic Forum and Population Control

By Mickey Z, May 17, 2022

Kissinger’s interests have heavily influenced the parasites-in-charge (regardless of political
party). As far back as 1974, he penned National Security Study Memorandum 200 on
“Implications of Worldwide Population Growth For U.S. Security and Overseas Interests.” In
that document, the Nobel Peace Prize Laureate muses about “technological innovations”
that might reduce the globe’s human population.

US Accused of Stealing Syrian Oil as Sanctions Waiver Aims to Divide Country

By Steve Sweeney, May 17, 2022

Washington has been accused of continuing its theft of Syrian oil as some 70 tankers were
reported  to  have  left  the  country  via  the  illegal  al-Waleed  crossing  into  neighbouring
Iraq. The convoy was spotted leaving Syria’s northern Hasakah province accompanied by 15
lorries loaded with military equipment and six armoured vehicles on Friday, local sources
reported.

“Genetically Edited” Food – The Next Stage of the Great Reset?
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By Kit Knightly, May 17, 2022

Britain’s deregulation of GM food is always described as a “post-Brexit” move – with the EU
chided around the world for its “precautionary principle” on GM crops – and yet as long ago
as last April, the EU was calling for a “rethink” on GM crops.

Death by a Thousand Cuts: Where Is the West’s Ukraine Strategy? “Clueless Pentagon and
CIA ‘Experts’”

By Pepe Escobar, May 17, 2022

On Operation Z, the Russians revel in total strategic ambiguity, which has the collective
west completely discombobulated. The Pentagon does not have the necessary intellectual
firepower to out-smart the Russian General Staff. Only a few outliers understand that this is
not a war – since the Ukraine Armed Forces have been irretrievably routed – but actually
what Russian military and naval expert Andrei Martyanov calls a “combined arms police
operation,” a work-in-progress on demilitarization and denazification.

Sweden and Finland Set to Join NATO

By Countercurrents.org, May 17, 2022

Sweden’s ruling party dropped the country’s historic military nonalignment on Sunday and
agreed to join NATO, shortly after Finland’s leaders officially announced they would do the
same.
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